Conversion Checklist

OR 

COMPANY - Questions to ask
Is it an well established company with a proven history of steering conversions?
Is the company experienced in your particular vehicle type?
Is the company ISO accredited?
What standard of technology is being used; is it state of the art?

Avoid your dream of owning a
fantastic American performance car
or truck turning into a nightmare.

Do they use the latest vehicle computer software?
Are you offered a fully guided tour of their factory?
Do they have highly qualified workers who receive ongoing training?
Do they produce OEM quality dash boards?
Is the steering full right hand drive without any crossover components?
Have the steering rack and box been manufactured in accordance with OEM
requirements?
Has the HVAC ducting been manufactured to deliver maximum air velocity?
Are all the A/C lines factory made, not hand bent
Are you able to inspect and test drive a fully completed vehicle?

Use this Check List as a tool to
ensure you are choosing a suitably
accredited and professional
company for your conversion
Knowledge is power. By asking the
right questions and knowing what to
check, the chances of you falling
prey to an unprofessional or even
unethical operator will be
substantially reduced.

Will the company back their own product (not use aftermarket warranties)?
Do they offer a Roadside Assist service?
INTERIOR (Visual & Practical Checks of demo vehicle & at delivery)
Does the dashboard fit neatly?
Do all the vents, stereo, AC controls fit properly?
Do all the gauges fit and are they visible?
Is the speedometer in km/hr?
Are pedals positioned for driver comfort?
Are there any loose wires visible under the dash?
If power seats are fitted do they work correctly?
Do all the power windows function correctly?
Does the aircon work properly and do all the directional controls work?
Does the heater work?
INTERIOR - Questions to ask & Delivery
Delivery Check
EXTERIOR - Visual Check of Demo Vehicle & at delivery
Is the lighting ADR compliant?
If a tow bar is fitted is it ADR compliant?
Does the vehicle maintain the correct geometry and feel in the steering?
Does the engine bay look neat and tidy, no loose wires?
Do all the hoses fit correctly?
Has the Australian compliance plate been fitted?
Do the brakes work properly?
Will the speedometer read correctly?
Does the clutch operate correctly?

Below is a real live example of what
can go wrong:
A Mustang enthusiast decided to import a
2011 Mustang via a local conversion
company without realizing that they did not
have the expertise to convert this particular
model. The 2011 model has electronic
steering. Fortunately, we are able to help this
customer as we do have the necessary
expertise and parts to convert this model
including electronic steering. However, the
customer is still fighting to get his money
back from the original company who could
not deliver on their promises.

For more advice or to receive a
quote from a company that ticks
all of the boxes, contact us on
(07) 54827833 or email
sales@performaxint.com.au
Ask us about our FREE History
Check when choosing Performax
for your conversion. This
extensive report includes info on
recalls, insurance claims,
accidents, genuine mileage,
when the vehicle was last
registered and much more.

When driving are there any squeaks or rattles

It is advisable to have statements confirmed in writing

Mention our Conversions
Checklist and go into the draw to
win a fabulous Performax Gift
Gift
Pack to the value of $200.

